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> BE AWARE OF RE!.NEN FOR.GEO WHEELS. WhEEIS CTACKII!!

Check out the MBWorld Tire/Sirmla&lrlatol
Stay up to date on the latest Mercedes brand news and forum updates. Follow MBWorld on Facebook

The new updated mobile application is here! Get it now.
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BE AWARE OF RE]Ii{EN FORGED YTHEEIS d - WhEK CTACKIII!

you can find the whole story here:

htto: //e89.zoost.com/forums/showthread.oho?t= 596357

or here:

Rennen Wheels - BEWARE!!

ijust want to inform fanatics that i am still fighting for my right with BENNEN.

almost 6 months passed and still no replacement or refund. they want ME to pay
shipping cost for returning the Uheela back to the US.

communication with that company is a pain in the ***, it takes 1 week to get an
answer to an email.

the only way to help myself is posting in forumsl!l as soon as i start posting they
start calling me.
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if their forged wheels crack i can't even imagine their cast wheelsWhitePano
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Originally Posted by WhitePano r,
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Quote:

Originally Posted by / / /Carbon u
you can find the whole story here:

or here:

Rennen Wheels - EEWARE!!

i just want to inform fanatics that i am stiil fighting for my right with
RENNEN,

almost 6 months passed and still no replacement or refund, they want ME to
pay shipping cost for returning the wheel back to the US,

comrnunication with that company is a pain in the ***. it takes 1 week to get
an answer to an email.

the only way to help myself is posting in forums!!! as fion as i start posting
they start calling me.

BEWARE OF THAT CON4PANY!!!!I

ALMOST SOLVED.

Issues like this makes you start questioning several vendors that offer UbgelE, There
are so many, and that crackiog and splitting of rims is very scary even with
replacement, safety is even more important. What happens if one of these wheels
cracks and a major accident occurs?
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Almost 3k for a set of wheels,
Hope this was resolved.

there better be some damn good customer service.

Own a Mercedes-AMG?.1
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beware of R.ENNEN FORGED WHEELSIII

Hi guys,

as you guys maybe know i had some months a set of RENNEN FORGED

WHEELS mounted on my car.

after waiting almost 5 months for this poor quality stuff one of the rear
wheels finally cracked simply out o nothing. there are no potholes in
austria. simply cracked on a perfed road. that happened in june.

you can see the severe crack on the following pictures:
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after complaining the damage they assured that it will be replaced but
AFTER picking up the old (cracked) wheel. I was for sure not prepared
to put any of the wheels produced by this company on my car as i am
not at all prepared to put my life and the life of my family in danger so i

declined.

unfortunately this company does not understand if a customer stands
for his rights. they were not prepared to refund me.

the problem is they did not even pick up the old wheel. they asked ME

to pay for the transportation fee. obviously i was not prepared to do so
so they said they are going to send the center of the wheel only so i can
put it together.

THIS IS RIDICULOUS, after hundreds of emails and 4 months later they
finally agreed to send a new wheel.

now again 1 month passed (now almost 5 months) and the
nightmare does not seem to come to an end. RENNEN assured to
have sent a new wheel but no tracking number, no will to
communicate. NO SERVICE!!! !!! !

So please take care of this company and go for a REAL wheel
manufacturer which offers warranty and an adequate customer
service!!!
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cheers, Silviu...

Z-Performance/ / / M4: https ://www.facebook.com/ZPerformanceM4

That's terrible to hear.
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